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Bosnia become first country in Europe without
COVID pass! Mirnes Ajanović defeated 
Bosnian Federal government 
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Bosnian Lawyer Mirnes Ajanović defeated Bosnian Federal government.

Government didn’t put COVID pass in action. Bosnian Lawyer Mirnes Ajanović defeated 
government intention to take freedom from Bosnian citizens by imposing Covid Pass. 

With his law skills and constitutional knowledge and with official papers from Pfizer he managed to
defeat government and prevent it to impose Covid PASS. 

Bosnia become first country in Europe without COVID pass. 

Corona infection in Bosnia is going down and there will be no forced Covid- passports for Bosnian 
Citizens.

Mirnes Ajanović succeeded in applying the BiH Constitution, laws and criminal charges, concrete 
evidence that vaccinated people transmit the virus as well as unvaccinated ones, and that it is absurd
to introduce a code certificate – to force the FBiH government to withdraw the decree. and for the 
cantons to give up the introduction of totalitarianism and discrimination against citizens.
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The entity in Bosnia, the Republika Srpska, has never announced the introduction of Covid 
certificates, so that the whole of BiH remains a free territory.

Mirnes Ajanović’s months-long struggle for the rule of law without divisions and restrictions has 
led to BiH being the first and only country in Europe to be freed from Covid’s confirmation, and 
this man’s struggle should be a guide to other lawyers, academics and free thinkers around the 
world that freedom can be accomplished.

To introduce this rule, the cantons continue to follow the moves of the Federal Government. 
Although they were on the verge of introducing “VTP”, the USC believes that the rules must 
be the same for everyone. Tougher measures are possible due to the arrival of the diaspora 
and the celebration of holidays.

– We started this story to go with this rule, but due to great dissatisfaction and everything else
that accompanies it, we still decided to revise our conclusions, decisions and orders says 
government official.
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